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• Parameters for wakefield drivers


• Linear and nonlinear wakes


• Limits on Maximum energy gain 
of an electron beam


• Dephasing
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• Trapped/untrapped orbits


• Phase space rotation


• Transformer ratio


• Beamloading and energy spread 
considerations


• Transverse emittance


• Betatron oscillations in wakefields



Particle accelerators are drivers 
of science and technology

High energy colliders are at the forefront of  
fundamental physics discovery

Light sources enabled by particle accelerators 
are revolutionizing biotechnology, materials 

science and condensed matter physics research

Particle accelerators are used throughout 
industry, homeland security and medicine, 

from materials engineering to cargo 
scanning to cancer treatment

CERN



The limits of current technology and 
advanced accelerator concepts

• RF technology has been successful but 
accelerating gradient is limited to 
100 MeV/m because of breakdown limits 

• Use of a circular machine ultimately 
limited by synchrotron radiation emission 

• Advanced accelerator (high gradient 
concepts are those that provide   
>1 GeV/m accelerating gradients 

• Candidate technologies: Dielectric 
accelerators, Plasma accelerators
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RF accelerators (2)!
Now we face the opposite problem:

! The first stages of an AC 
accelerator are quite complicated 
because the speed of the 
particles keeps changing and thus 
the spacing between cavities is 
changing.

! Once the particles reach the 
speed of light, the cavities can be 
evenly spaced. First stage of a proton

RF accelerator

where ϕ is the phase set by the initial timing of the electron
entry into the periodic structure.
The contribution of the resonant harmonic is vertically

defocusing for phases that are accelerating with phase focusing
[having a negative gradient∂ð−eEzÞ=∂ζat the phase of interest]
Fy ≈ −yamkz;meE0 sinðϕÞ=γ2. This result is expected from the
Earnshaw theorem (Earnshaw, 1842) from which one deduces
that a phase-stable synchronous acceleration should be accom-
panied by a net defocusing effect. The amplitude of this force
indicates a maximum defocusing strength equivalent to a
defocusing betatron wave number κβ;max ≃ α1=2m kz;m=γ3=2,
where αm ≃ ameE0=kz;mmec2. As the resonant normalized
vector potential is of the order of 10−4 for moderate energy
beams (γ < 100), the defocusing length is of the order of
1000 rad (< mm) of the resonant optical wave. For rf linacs,
such an effect may be easily counteracted by use of external
focusing. In high-field optical accelerators, however, the defo-
cusing length is too short, and other remedies must be found.
One may consider using a dielectric structure excited in a

quadrupole mode that is resonant with the electron beam. The
Panofsky-Wenzel theorem (Panofsky and Wenzel, 1956),
however, states that ~∇⊥Fz ¼ ∂ ~F⊥=∂ζ, thus relating the
change of acceleration in the transverse direction to the
phase-dependent quadrupole focusing. Writing the field in
a form reminiscent of the radio-frequency quadrupole
Fz ≃ −eE0½ðy2 − x2Þ=L2

q%expðikzζÞ, where we define the
distance Lq over which the field varies from maximum to
zero, the vertically focusing quadrupole field at optimum
phase is found to be F⊥ ¼ −2eE0y=kzL2

q. Equating this to the
defocusing one must overcome, and taking the maximum
accelerating fields to be equal in the accelerating and quadru-
pole structures, we find that kzLq ¼ γ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
. This relation

implies that at low energy (γ ≈ 1) the useful acceleration
region occupies a fraction of an optical wavelength. This
makes the approach more suitable at higher energies. In
addition, to obtain focusing in both x and y, the quadrupole
fields must be varied periodically to give second-order
focusing (alternating phase focusing). Xie (2000) proposed
an alternating phase scheme producing both second-order (in
field strength) focusing and acceleration.
It was recently proposed to utilize the nonresonant spatial

harmonics of a periodic DLA structure, as shown in Fig. 4
(Naranjo et al., 2012), which give alternating gradient fields
that provide second-order focusing (Rosenzweig and Serafini,
1994; Reiche, 1997). The second-order effect generally
produces focusing associated with the nth harmonic propor-
tional to ½qanE0=γðkz;m − kz;nÞ%2, and the effect of the spatial
harmonics can be enhanced by using harmonics with kz;n near
to kz;m. Further, one may utilize the fundamental harmonic for
focusing and accelerate with a relatively weaker harmonic,
overcoming the resonant wave defocusing contribution.

2. Longitudinal dynamics

As indicated previously, the condition α ≪ 1 implies that
the stable particle motion due to the resonant wave is located
near in momentum to the resonant value, that is the fractional
momentum error δp=p0 ≪ 1, where p0 ¼ γ0mev0 is the
momentum of the reference particle with velocity v0 ¼ vϕ.
In this case it is possible to use a perturbative analysis for

describing the motion in DLAs. This approach assumes that
the nearby spatial harmonics do not perturb the motion inside
of the stable region, or bucket, of longitudinal phase space
(ζ; δp). This assumption permits the writing of an approxi-
mate resonant Hamiltonian and visualization of the motion
through Poincare plots. The validity of the resonant wave
analysis is discussed later.
The longitudinal equations of motion in the resonant

wave approximation can be written in terms of normalized
variables as

d
d~z

"
1

γ20

δp
p0

#
¼ αm

β0γ30
ðsinϕ − sinϕ0Þ;

dϕ
d~z

¼ 1

γ20

δp
p0

; ð33Þ

where ~z ¼ kz;mz ¼ ωt and ϕ ¼ kz;mζ. The resonant phase
ϕ0 ¼ π for a nonaccelerating bucket and π=2 < ϕm < π for a
stable accelerating bucket (Fig. 5). The synchrotron fre-
quency, the frequency of small amplitude oscillations near

the fixed point ðϕ0; 0Þ, is given by ωs ¼ ω
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
αmj cosϕ0j=β20γ30

q

(Rosenzweig, 2003). The trajectories of these equations are
derivable from the resonant wave Hamiltonian,

FIG. 4 (color online). Cross section of a biperiodic dielectric
laser accelerator based on photonic confinement and optimized
for strong second-order focusing. From Naranjo et al., 2012.

FIG. 5 (color online). Longitudinal phase space showing stable
accelerating bucket and unbound trajectories.
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Why do we need novel 
acceleration concepts?

31 miles long



• Plasma is ionized matter where collective dynamics 
dominate - in particular, longitudinal electric waves 

• To create a linear accelerating structure using 
plasma, need a relativistic driver 

• Electron beam (FACET II) 

• Proton beam (AWAKE) 

• Laser Pulse (Numerous)

Plasma based accelerators

Chen Phys. Rev. Lett. (1985)

Caldwell Nat. Phys. (2009)

Tajima Phys. Rev. Lett. (1977)



Plasma Wakefield Acceleration

“Wake surfing”



Plasma waves generated by 
relativistic object

• When relativistic object* perturbs plasma we generate 
a plasma wave with relativistic phase velocity 

thePBWA,theplasmawaveisdrivenataconstantbeat
frequency!"="1−"2!"p.Asthewavegrows,how-
ever,theeffectiveplasmafrequencydecreases,"p,eff
=2#c/$Np.Hence,thedriver"i.e.,thelaserbeatwave#
becomesoutofphasewiththenonlinearplasmawave.
Thisleadstosaturationoftheplasmawaveamplitudein
thePBWA"RosenbluthandLiu,1972;Tangetal.,1985#.
Alternatively,iftheplasmawaveistobedriventolarge
amplitudesbyaseriesofindividuallaserpulses,the
changeinthenonlinearplasmaperiodcanaffectthe
optimalspacingbetweenpulsesaswellastheoptimal
durationofthepulses"Umstadteretal.,1994#.

Inthe3Dnonlinearregime,numericalcalculations
areusuallyrequired.Onepossibleapproachistousea
fullnonlinearplasmafluidmodel"Shadwicketal.,2002#
oranonlinearquasistaticfluidmodel"Sprangleetal.,
1992;Esarey,Sprangleetal.1993#,whichisdiscussedin
Sec.V.Analternative"morecomputationallyexpensive#
approachforwakefieldcalculationistouseparticle
simulations"PukhovandMeyer-ter-Vehn,1996;Tzenget
al.,1996;MoreandAntonsen,1997;Renetal.,2000#.
Anexampleofanonlinearplasmawaveintwodimen-
sions,ascomputedusingafluidmodel"Shadwicketal.,
2002#,isshowninFig.2.Figure2showsthedensity
perturbationexcitedbyaGaussianlaserpulsewitha0
=1.5,k/kp=20,kpr0=8,andkpLrms=1,whereLrmsisthe
root-mean-square"rms#lengthofthelaserintensitypro-
file.Theshortwavelengthoscillationsobservedatthe
frontoftheplasmawaveareathalfthelaserwavelength
andresultfromthelinearpolarizationofthepulse.

Theincreaseintheplasmawavelengthwithincreasing
waveamplitudehasanadditionaleffectonnonlinear3D
plasmawaves.Consideraplasmawavethatisdriven
morestronglyonaxisthanoffaxis,e.g.,alaser-driven
accelerator,wherethelaserintensitypeaksonaxisand
typicallyhasaGaussianradialprofile.Onaxis,the
plasmawaveamplitudeismaximumand,inthenonlin-
earregime,theplasmawavelengthonaxisislargerthan
offaxis.Thustheplasmawavelengthvariesasafunction
ofradius$Np"r#.Thiscausesthewavefrontsofthe
plasmawavetobecomecurvedandtakeona“horse-
shoe”shape.Foraplasmawaveoffixedamplitude,the
fartherbackwithintheplasmawavetrain,themore

curvedtheplasmawavefront,i.e.,after!periods,the
phasefrontatlargeradiiislocatedat!$p,whereason
axis,thephasefrontislocatedat!$Np"r=0#.Thiseffect
hasbeenobservedintwo-dimensional"2D#nonlinear
quasistaticfluidsimulations"Sprangleetal.,1992;Krall
etal.,1993;Esarey,Sprangle,etal.,1993#,2Dparticle
simulations"Deckeretal.,1994;Bulanovetal.,1995,
1997#,and2Dfullfluidsimulations"e.g.,seeFig.2#.Cur-
vatureoftheplasmawavefrontscanleadtotransverse
wavebreaking,asdiscussedinSec.II.D.

D.Wavebreaking

Plasmasarecapableofsupportinglargeamplitude
electrostaticwaveswithphasevelocitiesnearthespeed
oflight.Inthelinearregime,theelectricfieldofa
plasmawaveinaplasma-basedacceleratorhastheform
Ez=Emaxsin$"p"z/vp−t#%,wherevp!cisthephaseve-
locity.ThepeakfieldamplitudeEmaxoftheplasmawave
canbeestimatedfromthePoissonequation!·E
=4#e"n0−ne#.Asimpleestimateforthemaximumfield
amplitudeisgivenbyassumingallplasmaelectronsare
oscillatingwithawavenumberkp="p/c.Thisgives
""p/c#Emax=4#en0orEmax=E0,whereE0=cme"p/eis
thecoldnonrelativisticwavebreakingfield"Dawdson,
1959#.

Itispossibleforthemaximumamplitudeofanonlin-
earplasmawavetoexceedthevalueE0.Usingthenon-
linear,relativistic,coldfluidequationsinonedimension,
themaximumamplitudeofaperiodicplasmawaveis
"AkhiezerandPolovin,1956;EsareyandPilloff,1995#

EWB=&2"%p−1#1/2E0,"26#

whichisreferredtoasthecoldrelativisticwavebreaking
field,where%p="1−vp

2/c2#−1/2istherelativisticLorentz
factorassociatedwiththephasevelocityoftheplasma
wave.Theplasmawavephasevelocityisapproximately
thegroupvelocityofthelaser,whichinthe1Dlow-
intensitylimitis%p!"/"p,where"isthefrequencyof
thelaser.Asanexample,consideranLPAwithaplasma
densityofn0!1017cm−3.Foralaserwavelengthof
1&m,%p!100andEWB!14E0.Notethatwhenthe
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FIG.2."Color#Plasmadensityperturbation
excitedbyGaussianlaserpulsewitha0=1.5,
k0/kp=20,kpLrms=1,andkpr0=8.Laserpulse
istravelingtotheleft.
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Density of electrons

Electric field
10s µm scale

• Closing of the walls on both sides of 
the waveguide or disc-loaded 
structure yields multiple reflections 
of the waves.

• After a certain time (the filling time 
of the cavity) a standing wave pattern 
is established.

• Due to the boundary conditions only 
certain modes with distinct 
frequencies are possible in this 
resonator.

• The mode names (0, ..,π/2, .., π)
correspond to the phase difference 
between the modes.

STANDING WAVE

Accelerator cavity
10s mm scale

*i.e. laser pulse or particle beam



Why plasma?

• Plasma is already ionized  

• No classical breakdown limit

• If we can support much stronger fields, the length of the 
accelerator is reduced:

• Experiments now already routinely demonstrate GeV energies in 
cm-scale plasma accelerator 

• i.e. 0.1 TeV/m accelerating gradient

• …That’s a pretty high gradient!



A smorgasbord of acronyms

• LPA - Laser plasma accelerator 

• LWFA - Laser wakefield accelerator 

• PWFA - Plasma wakefield accelerator (but 
generally means beam driven) 

• PWA - Plasma wakefield accelerator



Beam driven accelerator: “PWFA”

• Beam driven - electric field of 
bunch displaces bunch 
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distribution between 35 and 100 GeV after traversing the plasma. The
angle h0 at the plasma exit for this particular event was calculated to
be smaller than 100 mrad, which is negligible; therefore energy relates
directly to position. The highest electron energy is 85 6 7 GeV, indi-
cating that some electrons in the tail of the beam with an initial energy
of 41 GeV have more than doubled their initial energy. The implied
peak accelerating field of ,52 GV m21 is consistent with the fields
previously measured in a 10-cm-long plasma11, indicating that the
energy gain is scalable by extending the length of the plasma at least
up to 85 cm. With this plasma length, in a series of 800 events, 30%
showed an energy gain of more than 30 GeV. Variations in the mea-
sured energy gain were correlated to fluctuations in the peak current
of the incoming electron beam.

When the length of the lithium vapour column was extended from
85 cm to 113 cm, the maximum energy in an event with a similar
incoming current profile was measured to be 71 6 11 GeV. Less than
3% of a sample of 800 consecutive events showed an energy gain of
more than 30 GeV. There are three possible reasons for this apparent
saturation of energy gain observed in the experiment. The first is that
the energy of the particles that produced the wake has been depleted
to almost zero, such that the acceleration is terminated in the last
28 cm of the plasma. However, the minimum energy measured at

plane 1 (not shown) was 5–7 GeV, which is inconsistent with this
explanation. The second possible reason is that the electron hosing
instability is so severe that the beam breaks up16. In the data shown in
Fig. 2 there are negligible transverse deflections of the various lon-
gitudinal slices of the beam, indicating an absence of the hosing
instability. The third possibility is head erosion: the front of the beam
expands, because it is not subjected to the focusing force of the ion
column. This expansion decreases the beam density, which moves the
ionization front backward in the beam frame. Eventually the beam
electric field drops below the threshold for plasma formation, ter-
minating the acceleration process before the energy of the drive beam
is depleted (see Supplementary Movie 1).

We used simulations to explain the maximum electron energy
observed in the experiment. Figure 2b shows a comparison of the
measured energy spectrum with one derived from simulations. The
electron current distribution is extracted from the energy spectrum
of the beam measured upstream of the plasma by comparing it to a
phase space simulation using the code LiTrack17. The wakefield from
this current distribution and the propagation of the pulse through
the plasma are modelled using the three-dimensional, parallel
particle-in-cell (3D-PIC) code QuickPIC18. QuickPIC includes the
effects of field ionization and electron energy loss due to radiation19

from oscillations in the ion column.
Figure 3a and b shows the simulation output at two different

positions in the plasma. At a distance of 12.3 cm, the wake produced
by the motion of the plasma electrons resembles that produced in a
preformed plasma, because the ionization occurs near the very head
of the beam. The expelled plasma electrons return to the beam axis at
nearly the same z location. This gives rise to an extremely large spike
in the accelerating field. After 81.9 cm one can see the effect of beam
head erosion in that the ionization front now occurs further back
along the pulse. Even though the wake is formed further back, the
peak accelerating field occurs at approximately the same position
along the pulse. The transverse size of the pulse ahead of the ioniza-
tion front is so large that the local beam density has dropped below
the useful range in the colour table. However, the modified ioniza-
tion front causes some blurring of the position at which the returning
plasma electrons arrive on the axis, an effect known as phase mixing.
This not only reduces the peak accelerating field but also leads to
some defocusing of the high-energy beam electrons in this region (see
Supplementary Discussion and Supplementary Figs 1–4).

The simulated energy distribution at this point was binned equiva-
lently to the experimental data, as shown in Fig. 2b. The quantitative
agreement between the two spectra is good. In the simulation spec-
trum of Fig. 2b, electrons are accelerated to a maximum energy of
95 GeV. In the experiment, the maximum detectable energy is deter-
mined by the spot size at the detection plane, and the highest detected
energy is 85 GeV. For the present case, this corresponds to a detection
threshold of 3 3 106 electrons per GeV. The mean electron energy of
the highest energy bin containing 3 3 106 electrons per GeV in the
simulation is shown as a function of position along the plasma in
Fig. 3c. Also shown are maximum energies measured in the experi-
ment at 85 and 113 cm for similar electron current profiles. The
energy in the simulation increases approximately linearly with pro-
pagation distance up to a value of 80 GeV at about 70 cm and then
saturates at 85 GeV at 85 cm owing to the phase-mixing effect, which
leads to gradual defocusing of the highest energy electrons as men-
tioned above. As the beam propagates beyond 85 cm, the highest-
energy electrons continue to be defocused to such an extent that at
104 cm a significant number of the high-energy electrons are lost to
the simulation walls, causing the maximum observed electron energy
to drop to 60 GeV. In the experiment, electrons defocused at such
angles would not be detectable in the electron spectrometer. It should
be noted that no significant wakefield is left beyond 104 cm, because
the electron beam core containing the bulk of the particles is com-
pletely eroded away.
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Figure 2 | Energy spectrum of the electrons. a, Energy spectrum of the
electrons in the 35–100 GeV range as observed in plane 2. The dispersion
(shown on the top axis) is inversely proportional to the particle energy
(shown on the bottom axis). The head of the pulse, which is unaffected by the
plasma, is at 43 GeV. The core of the pulse, which has lost energy driving the
plasma wake, is dispersed partly out of the field of view of the camera.
Particles in the back of the bunch, which have reached energies up to 85 GeV,
are visible to the right. The pulse envelope exits the plasma with an energy-
dependent betatron phase advance, which is consistent with the observed
scalloping of the dispersed beam. b, Projection of the image in a, shown in
blue. The simulated energy spectrum is shown in red. The differences
between the measured and the simulated spectrum near 42 GeV are due to an
initial correlated energy spread of 1.5 GeV not included in the simulations.
The horizontal error bar is due to the uncertainty in estimating the
deflection angle and the spot size of the beam.
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Blumenfeld Nature (2007)

• Energy doubling of 40 GeV beam demonstrated 
in 1 m plasma cell 2007 / High efficiency 2014 

• AWAKE project at CERN just demonstrated 
modulation of proton beam and 2 GeV electron 
acceleration

Experimental Results

25

SLAC Experiment, I. Blumenfeld et al, Nature 455, p 741 (2007)
• Gaussian electron beam with 42 GeV, 3nC @ 10 Hz, sx =  10µm, 

50 fs
• Reached accelerating gradient of 50 GeV/m 
• Accelerated electrons from 42 GeV to 85 GeV in 85 cm.

High-Efficiency acceleration of an electron beam in a plasma 
wakefield accelerator, M. Litos et al., doi,  Nature, 6 Nov 2014, 
10.1038/nature 13992

• 1.7 GeV energy gain in 30 cm of pre-ionized Li vapour plasma
• 6 GeV energy in 1.3 m of plasma
• Total efficiency is <29.1%>  with a maximum of 50%. 
• Final energy spread of 0.7 % (2% average)

• Electric field in plasma wake is loaded by presence of witness bunch
• Allows efficient energy extraction from the plasma wake



Electric field -E

Electron number density ne

Electron Bunch

Laser Pulse
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Laser Wakefield Accelerator: “LWFA”

Experiments now routinely demonstrate GeV energies 
in a cm-scale plasma accelerator

i.e. 100 GeV/m accelerating gradient

Electron energy spectrum 
(Gonsalves, PRL 2019)

Momentum GeV/c

The minimum and maximum on-axis density values along
the capillary were 3.35 and 3.41 × 1017 cm−3, and the
matched spot size varied between 68 and 72 μm. As in the
experiment, the simulated spectrum shown in Fig. 4(f)
shows multiple peaks in energy. In the simulation, electrons
are first injected ≈ 5 cm into the capillary as a0 rises above
3 due to self-steepening and self-guiding. Complex laser
evolution at high power (including intensity and spectral
changes), together with the effect of electron beam loading
on the plasma, cause injection to start and stop several times
as the pulse propagates through the plasma. This gives rise
to several bunches of different final energy within the first
plasma period, and a simulated charge of 430 pC. It should
be noted that shot-to-shot fluctuations in the wave front of
both lasers, as well as their relative pointing would change
the plasma density profile and driver laser propagation. The
divergence of the energy-integrated beams as measured on
the phosphor screen was 0.2! 0.05 mrad FWHM and

0.6! 0.15 mrad rms, compared with the simulated results
of 0.19 mrad FWHM and 0.35 mrad rms. The lower
divergence from the simulation may be due to the
assumption of cylindrical symmetry, since the measured
laser mode (shown in Fig. 3) has nonsymmetric features.
Simulation of electron beam generation for td ¼ 420 ns,

presented in Fig. 4(g), showed a quasimonoenergetic peak
at 7.8 GeV as observed in the experiment. The increase in
beam energy was due to operation at lower density and
reduced matched spot size, which allowed for effective
guiding and acceleration over longer dephasing and pump
depletion lengths. However, the simulation did not repro-
duce the significant charge at lower energy, perhaps related
to the differences in the transverse plasma density profile or
nonsymmetric spatial features of the laser pulse. It should
be noted that in this nonlinear regime, trapping in multiple
buckets and locations in the plasma often leads to charge in
a broad energy range, but is sensitive to laser and plasma
parameters.
In conclusion, IB heating inside a capillary discharge

waveguide increased the channel depth and enabled the
guiding of petawatt laser pulses at low density
(≈ 3 × 1017 cm−3) over ≈ 15 ZR. The capillary discharge
was used to guide the laser heater beam and to tune the laser
heating rate and transverse density profile via control of the
capillary fill pressure and discharge timing. The matched
spot size of the channel was reduced from 106 μm to
61 μm via IB heating using self-guided heater laser pulses.
For these conditions laser pulses with peak power up to
850 TW were guided over 20 cm, resulting in the
generation of electron beams with hundreds of pC charge
and multiple quasimonoenergetic peaks, the highest of
which was at 7.8 GeV. This increase in energy compared to
previous experiments using the same laser system [13]
follows the expected energy gain scaling with density
∼1=n0 [1]. The energy gain and charge approach the
designs required for future colliders and x-ray free-electron
lasers. Further single-stage energy gain could be achieved
at lower densities with approximately matched propagation
using the BELLA PW laser system [19]. In addition to
increasing energy gain, lowering the plasma density can
mitigate dark current. In conjunction with controlled
injection techniques [30–33], this can result in significantly
reduced electron beam energy spread.

This work was supported by the Director, Office of
Science, Office of High Energy Physics, of the
U.S. Department of Energy under Contracts No. DE-
AC02-05CH11231 and No. DE-FG02-12ER41798, the
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, NSF under
Grant No. PHY-1632796, and Ministry of Education,
Youth and Sports of Czech Republic under Grant
No. CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/16_027/0008465 and High Field
Initiative (No. CZ.02.1.01/0.0/0.0/15_003/0000449), to-
gether with European Regional Development Fund. The
simulations used the computational resources (Edison) of
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FIG. 4. (a)–(e): Electron beams measured by the magnetic
spectrometer for n0 ¼ 3.4 × 1017 cm−3, rm ¼ 69 μm and laser
power 850 TW. The driver laser pulse arrival was timed with the
peak of the heater pulse. The heater pulse arrived 300 ns after the
peak of the discharge current, except for (e), where the delay was
420 ns, and the heater-induced density reduction was measured
to be larger, with n0 ¼ 2.7 × 1017 cm−3 and rm ¼ 61 μm. The
white dashed lines show the regions that are plotted in the
right hand column, which shows the detailed spectrum of the
highest energy peaks. The electron beam spectrum simulated by
INF&RNO using the MARPLE-retrieved density profile (with
n0 ¼ 3.4 × 1017 cm−3) is shown in (f). In (g) a simulation is
shown for the parameters of (e) using a transversely parabolic and
longitudinally uniform density profile.
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Matlis et al Nat. Phys. (2006)

Visualization of wakefield

with dimensions (FWHM) 8.9 × 12.8 μm2 containing 27%
of the energy, resulting in peak intensities of
IL ¼ 6 × 1018 Wcm−2 [corresponding to a peak normal-
ized vector potential of a0 ¼ 8.55 × 10−10λLðμmÞ×ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ILðWcm−2Þ

p
≈ 1.7]. A supersonic helium gas jet was

used, generating a plasma with electron density ne in the
range of ð0.5;…; 2.5Þ × 1019 cm−3. Electrons accelerated
during the interaction could be detected using a magnetic
spectrometer or a scintillating screen. A small fraction of
the laser was split from the main pulse, spectrally broad-
ened in a hollow-core fiber filled with argon to support a
transform-limited pulse duration of τFL ¼ 4.4 fs. Using
dispersive mirrors and glass wedges to optimize dispersion,
probe pulses as short as τprobe ¼ ð5.9 $ 0.4Þ fs were
created [26]. These synchronized few-cycle probe pulses
were used to backlight the LWFA perpendicularly to the
pump-pulse direction. A high-resolution imaging system
produced shadowgraphic images with micrometer resolu-
tion on a CCD camera. By varying the delay between pump
and probe, different stages of the plasma wave’s evolution
were recorded on subsequent shots close to the threshold
density for self-injection. The snapshots shown in Fig. 1 are
representative of each stage in the acceleration process.
Shots were selected that exhibit similar quasimonoener-
getic electron spectra [Figs. 1(g)–1(l)] and produced a high-
contrast shadowgram. The latter was affected by jitter in
probe duration and pointing fluctuations of the pump which
shifts the image out of focus. To reduce modulations
induced by the probe pulse’s beam profile, the relative
intensity modulation was plotted using Inorm ¼ ðI − I0Þ=I0,
with I being the pixel value at each individual position and
I0 the value derived from a low-order spline fit in the
horizontal direction.
Early in the interaction, the regions of high and low

electron density gradient (dark and light regions in the
image) are approximately equal in length, indicating a
linear plasma wave [Fig. 1(a)]. Subsequently, the transverse
extent of the plasma wave reduces, and the amplitude of the
wave increases [Fig. 1(b)]. Later on, significant increase of
curvature of the plasma-wave train and, in particular, in the
lengthening of the first plasma period [Fig. 1(c)] is
apparent. Just ahead of the region where this lengthening
starts, we observe bright emission from the plasma. This
has a broad spectrum (covering at least a range from 600 to
1000 nm, cf. the 60 nm bandwidth of the pump) and is
consistent with “wave breaking radiation” [27], which is a
direct signature of the onset of self-injection in the experi-
ment. Further propagation enhances the density gradient at
the front of the bubble, which now appears in the shadow-
grams at the beginning of the wave train. After wave
breaking, the wave becomes highly nonlinear, as indicated
by the reversal in the direction of the curvature of the
trailing wave periods in the shadowgrams [Figs. 1(d)–1(f)].
These features are closely linked to the process of trans-
verse wave breaking [28].

Our snapshots reveal that the dynamic process of bubble
lengthening is intimately tied to self-injection. We plot in
Fig. 2(a) the evolution of the plasma wave’s first period.
Early in the interaction, the length of the first period has
already increased as compared to the wavelength for a
linear relativistic plasma wave, λp ¼ 2πc=ωp. The length
of the bubble increases up to the point of wave breaking,
cf. Fig. 1(c). During a single interaction, this radiation is
emitted from a distinct spot on the optical axis with
longitudinal position varying slightly in the experiment
around ð930 $ 67Þ μm for ne ≈ 1.65 × 1019 cm−3. Beyond
this point, the shape of the plasma wave varies from shot to

FIG. 1 (color online). Left: Gas and electron density profile and
focus position (dashed line). (a)–(f): Experimental shadowgrams
at various positions in the plasma at a background electron
density of ne ¼ 1.65 × 1019 cm−3. The vertical lines indicate the
on-axis position of the plasma wave’s peaks as deduced from
simulated shadowgrams (cf. Fig. 3). (g)–(l): Energy in the
electron beam per MeV and spatially resolved in the vertical
coordinate corresponding to the above images.
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simulation [16] for the 40 mJ case is overlaid on the plot.
Electron spectra as a function of peak density for fixed
pulse energy of 40 mJ are shown in Fig. 3(b) along with
results from the 3D PIC simulations. We note that for
approximately 20% of shots near the self-focusing onset
at each pressure, we observed quasimonoenergetic peaks
ranging from 3 MeV (∼25 fC for 10 mJ) to 10 MeV
[∼1.4 pC for 50 mJ, see Fig. 1(f)] with ∼10 mrad beam
divergence. Both the spectra and the beam spot positions
are highly variable and are the subject of ongoing work.
Another consequence of the high density gas target

interaction is that the pump pulse envelope is multiple
plasma periods long. Over our experimental density range
of Ne ¼ 1–4 × 1020 cm−3, the plasma period is 2π=ωp∼
11 fs–5.7fs, placing our 50 fs pump pulse in the self-
modulated laser wakefield acceleration (SM-LWFA) regime.
Evidence of SM-LWFA is seen in the moderately collimated
electron beams of Fig. 2 and the exponential electron
spectra of Fig. 3, reflecting acceleration from strongly
curved plasma wave buckets and electron injection into a
range of accelerating phases. This is consistent with prior
SM-LWFA experiments [17], except that here our dense

hydrogen jet enables production of MeV spectra with laser
pulses well below 1 TW. Further confirmation of self-
modulation is seen in the spectrum of Raman forward
scattered Stokes radiation shown in Fig. 1(d), for the case of
laser energy 50 mJ (vacuum a0 ∼ 0.8) and peak density
Ne ¼ 1.8× 1020 cm−3. The strong broadband redshifted
Raman peak located at λs ¼ 2πc=ωs ∼1030 nm enables the
estimate of self-focused aSF ∼ 2.7, using the measured
electron density profile and ωs ¼ ω − ωp=γ1=2, where ω
is the laser frequency and γ ¼ ð1 þ a2SF=2Þ1=2 is the
relativistic factor. This estimate is in good agreement with
the peak aSF in our 3D PIC simulations.
In order for electrons to be accelerated, they must first

be injected into the wakefield. Our 3D simulations show
catastrophic transverse wave breaking [18] of the strongly
curved plasma wave fronts [19] behind the laser pulse,
which injects electrons from a wide spread of initial
trajectories into a range of phases of the plasma wave.
Wave breaking is accompanied by an extremely strong
broadband radiation flash emitted by electrons accelerated
from rest to near the speed of light in a small fraction of a
plasma wavelength. Figure 1(g) shows a magnified single
shot image of the sideways-collected flash superimposed
on a shadowgram image of the relativistically self-focused
filament. Figure 4 shows 10-shot average images of the
flash for varying plasma peak density and laser energy
collected along the pump polarization direction. Such
radiation has been observed in prior work, although at a
much lower energy and yield (∼0.1 nJ for a 500 mJ pump
pulse) [20]. Here, neutral density filters were employed to
prevent the side-imaged flash intensity from saturating
our CCD. We measure flash energies of ∼15 μJ into f=2.6
collection optics for the 40 mJ, Ne ¼ 3.4 × 1020 cm−3
panel in Fig. 4, giving ∼1.5 mJ or > 3% of the laser energy
if emitted into 4π sr.
The axial location, total energy, and spectrum of the

horizontally polarized component of the side-imaged flash
are independent of pump polarization, so the flashes do
not originate from pump scattering. When the flash is
collected perpendicular to the pump polarization, the verti-
cally polarized component has a small contribution at
800 nm, attributed to Thomson scattering, on top of the
broadband flash spectrum [21]. Broadband flash spectra
(10 shot averages, with no filtering of the pump), peaking at
λrad ∼ 550–600 nm with bandwidth ∼400 nm, are shown at
the bottom of Fig. 4 for pump energy 40 mJ and a range of
densities. The figure panels show that the flash occurs on the
hydrogen density profile up-ramp for higher densities and
laser energies and on the down-ramp for lower densities and
laser energies, as also borne out by our 3D simulations. This
is explained by the earlier onset of relativistic self-focusing
for higher density or laser energy, which is followed closely
by self-modulation and wave breaking.
A question arising in studies of acceleration at higher

plasma densities is the relative contributions of laser

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Accelerated electron spectra for peak
jet electron density 4.2 × 1020 cm−3 for varying laser energy. The
inset shows total charge > 2 MeV as a function of laser energy.
The range of effective temperatures of these exponential-like
distributions is indicated. The horizontal black lines indicate the
experimental uncertainty in the energy, determined by geometry-
limited spectrometer resolution. The dashed curve is a 3D PIC
simulation for 40 mJ pump which has been scaled by a factor 0.14
to line up with the experimental curve for 40 mJ. (b) Accelerated
electron spectra at laser energy 40 mJ for varying peak electron
density. The dashed curves are from 3D PIC simulations and were
scaled by the factor 0.14.
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Also MeV energies with mJ 
class lasers at kHz



Typical parameters of 
current experiments

• PWFA 

• Electron beam energy ~ 
10s GeV (SLAC FACET) 

• Proton beam energy ~100s 
GeV (CERN AWAKE - long 
bunches) 

• ~1016 particles per cc density 
in preionized Li plasma 

• 10s um focus / 100s fs 
duration bunches with ~kA 
currents (nC charge)

• LWFA 

• 1-10s Joule laser pulses 

• ~30 fs / 10 TW - PW 

• ~1018-1019 particles per 
cc density in He plasma 

• 10s um focus

10 GeV at 10-9 beam charge is 10 J beam energy total



Generation of plasma waves 
with relativistic phase velocity
• A laser generates a plasma wave from its ponderomotive force

• A charged particle beam generates a plasma wave from its 
space-charge repulsion
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Strength parameters
• Beam driver • Laser driver

a0 =
eE0�0

2⇡mc2
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• normalized beam charge per 
unit length (current density)

• normalized field 
strength

• In strongly nonlinear regime
kprb ⇡ 2
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• In linear regime

a0 � 1 ,⇤0 � 1
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Linear to quasilinear to 
nonlinear regimes

• As the driver beam intensity increases, the 
wakefield becomes more nonlinear
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Linear to quasilinear to 
nonlinear regimes

• As the driver beam intensity increases, the 
wakefield becomes more nonlinear
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Fig. 3. Injected electrons reach their maximum energy gain when they reach
the center of the bubble shown here by distance between the two black dotted
lines. The distance over which this happens in the laboratory frame is the
dephasing length. The laser pulse here is close to laser pump depletion due to
gradual diffraction and wake generation. The front of the laser pulse continues
to diffract away while the rest of the pulse gets compressed.

the returning plasma electrons cross the axis [49], [53], [54].
The group velocity of a higher frequency photon packet in
plasma is greater than that of a lower frequency packet; hence,
the process is called photon acceleration and deceleration. The
higher frequency photons at the back now travel faster than
the lower frequency photons at the front, causing the laser
pulse to compress longitudinally. This pulse compression and
photon deceleration in the leading edge of the pulse increase
the local a0 of the laser pulse. This in turn exacerbates the
electron blowout even further and can cause self-injection and
trapping of electrons. This regime where the laser pulse under-
goes significant spatial and spectral evolution is sometimes
referred to as forced LWFA [58]. Eventually, the laser pulse
is significantly depleted; the phase velocity of the wake itself
begins to decrease and the accelerating electrons can overtake
the reduced amplitude wake and escape the plasma.

In the matched-blowout regime, simple scaling laws [48]
can be derived for Emax and !W assuming a spherical cavity
radius Rb. Using Gauss’ law, the maximum electric field at
the edge of this sphere is given by Emax ∝ (ene/ε0)Rb. This
can be rewritten using the matching condition as (eEmax/m) ∝
(ω2

p (
√

a0)/k p) or in normalized units, (eEmax/mcωp ) = √
a0.

The amount of energy gained by an electron from this field
can be found by integrating the force −eEz(z) from the edge
of the spherical blowout where Ez = Emax to the center where
Ez = 0. Since the “useful” (neglecting the spike in Ez due
to the spike in electron density) Ez is approximately linear
with ζ , the average electric field is Emax/2, and therefore
the energy gain is given by (!W/mc2) = (2/3)a0(ω0/ωp )2.
One can see that for a given laser frequency the energy gain
increases as the plasma density is decreased [48]. This is
because at lower densities the phase velocity of the wake
increases, thereby increasing the dephasing length. The non-
linear dephasing length is longer than the linear one because

the bubble radius Rb or the cavity size itself depends on a0
of the laser pulse giving k p Ld = 4/3 (ω0/ωp )2√a0 [48].

One can estimate the maximum number of elec-
trons (charge) that can be accelerated in a linear LWFA. The
accelerating charges extract energy from the wakefield. The
maximum number of electrons also called the “beam load”
that can be placed in a small longitudinal slice of a wakefield
can be estimated by calculating the wake generated by these
electrons. If this wake is π radians out of phase with the
laser-produced wake, it will destructively interfere with the
laser pulse-induced wake. The number of electrons required
to produce a wakefield that will cancel the accelerating field
is called the limiting beam load [59] and is given by

Nmax = n0 Ab

k p

Ez

E0
≈ 5 × 105 Ez

E0
Ab(cm2)

!
n0(cm−3)

assuming kpσz ≪ 1, (Ez/E0) ≪ 1 and Ab is the cross-
sectional area of the bunch with longitudinal width σz .
As N → Nmax the energy spread (!γ /γ ) → 1. This is
because the first electron in the beam load sees the unperturbed
Ez whereas the last electron sees zero Ez . From energy
conservation arguments, the beam loading or energy extraction
efficiency η = (N/Nmax)/(2 − (N/Nmax)). Thus, as N →
Nmax the energy extraction efficiency (from the wake) by the
beam load approaches 100%.

Theory for beam loading in the blowout regime has been
developed. It turns out that a trapezoidal electron bunch (where
charge density drops from the front to the back) can flatten
the approximately linearly increasing the Ez field [51]. It is
possible to achieve an extremely small energy spread (< 1%)
and high (wake to accelerating beam) energy transfer effi-
ciency (> 90%) by crafting the current profile of the beam.
A self-consistent theory for positron beam loading is still
lacking.

V. ELECTRON INJECTION AND ACCELERATION

In the linear regime, the longitudinal electric field and hence
the plasma wake potential is periodic. Actually for relativistic
wakes, we use the pseudopotential ψ = (φ − Az) where
φ is the electrostatic potential and Az is the z component
of the vector potential. In the case of the nonevolving wake,
the energy gained by a charged particle from the wake is
returned to the wake if the particle subsequently traverses
the decelerating phase of the field. However, the energy gain
occurs while the particle is sampling the negative Ez , which
mostly happens when the particle has a velocity that is equal
to or greater than the phase velocity of the wake. Such a
particle is “trapped” by the potential well or bucket of the
wake. Particles that are either too slow or too energetic execute
the so-called passing orbits exchanging far less energy with
the wave. The minimum energy that an electron must have
to be trapped is called the trapping threshold. This threshold
is dependent on the wave amplitude [60]. The larger the
wake, the smaller the energy needed to trap and accelerate the
electron: however, the larger the phase velocity of the wake,
the higher is the trapping threshold.

For highly relativistic wakes γφ ≫ 1, the plasma electrons
are not easily trapped unless the cavity size and thereby vφ is

Strongly nonlinear regime
• Dynamics becomes complicated and kinetic 

(multivalued, fluid approximation breaks down)

LWFA

PWFA



Plasma wakefield accelerators

• All plasma wakefield accelerators involve the generation 
of a plasma wave with relativistic phase velocity by a 
perturbing object (laser pulse, charged particle beam) 
traveling at near light speed.


• These lectures will concentrate on the implications of a 
general object with an approximately constant velocity 
and which don’t change in amplitude (complications 
such as refractive index/front erosion etc. are left for later 
lectures).

vAccelerated electrons



Plasma wakefield accelerators
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• So we can assign a Lorentz factor

• velocity of relativistic object:


• for particle beam of energy


• for a laser pulse traveling in plasma of density n0 
(linear dispersion), envelope velocity is

�bmc2
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Electric fields of wakefield
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Electric fields in strongly 
nonlinear regime

• In strongly nonlinear (‘Bubble’ or 
‘blowout’) regime field structure is 
simply linear with a gradient 

!" = 1 − n!1 − px
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Here we use the wake field potential "=Ax−% instead of the
scalar one, n is the electron density, and p is the electron
momentum.

Then we use a quasistatic approximation assuming that
all quantities depend on &=x−v0t instead of x and t. The
Maxwell equations reduce to the form
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where the terms proportional to #0
−2( 1 are neglected. Inside

the cavity #n=0$ we get
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The solution of Eqs. (11) and (12) with spherical symmetry
is

" = 1 −
R2

4
+
r2

4
, Ax = − % =

"

2
, A! = 0, #13$

where R is the radius of the cavity, r2='2+y2+z2, and the
constant of integration is chosen so that "#R$=1.

The electromagnetic fields inside the relativistic cavity
are

Ex = '/2, Ey = − Bz = y/4,
#14$

Bx = 0, Ez = By = z/4.

The calculated distribution of electromagnetic fields is close
to the one observed in the 3D PIC simulation (see Fig. 2).
The small deviation from the analytically calculated field
distribution is because the cavity shape is not exactly a
sphere. It is easy to see that the fields (13) satisfy the Max-
well equations.

The Lorentz force acting on a relativistic electron with
vx=1 inside the cavity is

Fx = −
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2
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2
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Fz = −
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!z
= − Ez − By = −

z
2
. #17$

The wake potential " can be considered as the potential of
the Lorentz force on the electron with vx=1. The Lorentz
force peaks for the electron with vx=v0=1 while it is zero for
the electron with vx=−1 because of the relativistic compen-
sation of the electrostatic force by the self-magnetic force.
Notice that this effect is opposite to that of the relativistically
moving ionic sphere. This is because the displacement cur-
rent in the cavity is opposite to the ion current in the relativ-
istically moving ion sphere.

III. SHAPE OF THE BUBBLE

In this section we discuss the cavity shape. It is seen
from Fig. 1 that the bubble and the electron bunch inside the
cavity grow with time. At the beginning of the interaction
there is no bunch yet and the cavity shape is determined only
by ponderomotive potential of the laser pulse. The transverse
size of the cavity reaches a maximum near the middle plane,
which passes through the cavity center. At the positions,
where this plane cuts the boundary of the bubble, the elec-
tron sheath contains a return current carried by weakly rela-
tivistic electrons. These electrons feel the Lorentz force (14)

FIG. 2. Space distribution of the electromagnetic fields normalized to
mc)p / %e% at the time instance when the laser pulse has passed 25c /)p: (a) Ex
as a function of x; (b) By as a function of z; (c) Ez as a function of z. The PIC
simulation results are shown by dashed lines while the analytical results are
shown by solid lines. The coordinates are given in c /)p.
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• For all components measured from 
the centre of the ‘bubble’



Acceleration of an electron 
between two parallel plates

• Energy gain is simply


• MV potential difference would be impressive, how do we get to 40 
GeV?
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Acceleration of an electron between 
two moving parallel plates 

• Parallel plates moving at velocity vp, what is energy gain? …how 
far does it travel before electron catches up with front plate? …
does it reach the end before the (rocket) runs out of fuel?
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Energy gain considerations
• In this example, the maximum electron energy is achieved 

either when…


• it reaches the end of the parallel plate - “dephasing” 

• the driver runs out of energy - “depletion” 
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<latexit sha1_base64="1V3n1249ykxZxx1mc1jCCN0Ebwc=">AAAB6HicdVC7SgNBFJ31GddX1NJmMAhWy2xC2KQQgzYWFgmYByRLmJ3MJmNmH8zMCmHJF9hYKGKrH2NvI/6Nk6yCih64cDjnXu6514s5kwqhd2NhcWl5ZTW3Zq5vbG5t53d2WzJKBKFNEvFIdDwsKWchbSqmOO3EguLA47Ttjc9mfvuaCsmi8FJNYuoGeBgynxGstNS46OcLyLKLjlO2IbKq1apTLmUElSrQttAchZMX8zh+fjPr/fxrbxCRJKChIhxL2bVRrNwUC8UIp1Ozl0gaYzLGQ9rVNMQBlW46DzqFh1oZQD8SukIF5+r3iRQHUk4CT3cGWI3kb28m/uV1E+VX3JSFcaJoSLJFfsKhiuDsajhgghLFJ5pgIpjOCskIC0yU/o2pn/B1KfyftIqWXbJQAxVqpyBDDuyDA3AEbOCAGjgHddAEBFBwA+7AvXFl3BoPxmPWumB8zuyBHzCePgCYdZB2</latexit>

E0
<latexit sha1_base64="un11hCgNRcZSURN05qynO98TOHE=">AAAB6nicdVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrKnjxMhgET8usgppbiAgeEzQPSJYwO5kkQ2Znl5lZISz5BC8eFPHq1b/wC7x58VucJAo+CxqKqm66u4JYcG0wfnVmZufmFxYzS9nlldW19dzGZk1HiaKsSiMRqUZANBNcsqrhRrBGrBgJA8HqweB07NevmNI8kpdmGDM/JD3Ju5wSY6WLszZu5/LYLWCvcOSh38Rz8QT54nbljT+Vnsvt3EurE9EkZNJQQbRuejg2fkqU4VSwUbaVaBYTOiA91rRUkpBpP52cOkJ7VumgbqRsSYMm6teJlIRaD8PAdobE9PVPbyz+5TUT0z3xUy7jxDBJp4u6iUAmQuO/UYcrRo0YWkKo4vZWRPtEEWpsOlkbwuen6H9SO3C9QxdXbBolmCIDO7AL++DBMRThHMpQBQo9uIZbuHOEc+PcOw/T1hnnY2YLvsF5fAcMxJFZ</latexit>

v = vp
<latexit sha1_base64="TvZkQTjZiKBZKciFuNu0RBHKgpQ=">AAAB7nicdVDLSsNAFL3xWVsfVZduBqvgKiQKahdC0Y3LCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmUmghH6EGxeKuPUL/AH/wJ0fomunrYLPAxcO59zLvff4MWdKO86LNTM7N7+wmFvKF5ZXVteK6xt1FSWS0BqJeCSbPlaUM0FrmmlOm7GkOPQ5bfiDs7HfSKlULBKXehhTL8Q9wQJGsDZSI0UnKO3EnWLJscuOWz500W/i2s4EpcrO6+NTWnirdorP7W5EkpAKTThWquU6sfYyLDUjnI7y7UTRGJMB7tGWoQKHVHnZ5NwR2jVKFwWRNCU0mqhfJzIcKjUMfdMZYt1XP72x+JfXSnRw7GVMxImmgkwXBQlHOkLj31GXSUo0HxqCiWTmVkT6WGKiTUJ5E8Lnp+h/Ut+33QPbuTBpnMIUOdiCbdgDF46gAudQhRoQGMAV3MCtFVvX1p11P22dsT5mNuEbrId3pGCTjQ==</latexit>

*Usually* limits LWFAs

*Usually* limits PWFAs



Dephasing limited 
energy gain



Energy gain limits of electron between 
moving parallel plates: dephasing

dp

dt
= eE0

<latexit sha1_base64="UwJzRKzHHxnWkQAtzbPd/djsqsY=">AAAB/XicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXEbFxDx0hgET6FHQZODEBTBYwSzQDIMPT09SZOehe4eIQ6Dv+LFgyJe/Q3xphevfoadRMH1QcHjvSqq6rkxZ1Ih9GyMjU9MTk3nZvKzc/MLi+bScl1GiSC0RiIeiaaLJeUspDXFFKfNWFAcuJw23N7RwG+cUyFZFJ6pfkztAHdC5jOClZYcc7XtC0xSL85ST2XwANJjBzlmARXLyCrvWfA3sYpoiEKl9Pq49vK2XnXMp7YXkSSgoSIcS9myUKzsFAvFCKdZvp1IGmPSwx3a0jTEAZV2Orw+g1ta8aAfCV2hgkP160SKAyn7gas7A6y68qc3EP/yWonyS3bKwjhRNCSjRX7CoYrgIAroMUGJ4n1NMBFM3wpJF+s4lA4sr0P4/BT+T+o7RWu3iE51GodghBzYAJtgG1hgH1TACaiCGiDgAlyBG3BrXBrXxp1xP2odMz5mVsA3GA/vszyZIg==</latexit>

p = �mc
<latexit sha1_base64="7dbGMERH/R5iRaI8U1iLgsWhgUc=">AAAB8nicdVDJSgNBEO1xjXGLelSkMQiehhkFNQch6MVjAmaByRB6Oj1Jk16G7h4hDDn6CV48KOLVD8h3ePMb/Ak7iYLrg4LHe1VU1YsSRrXxvFdnZnZufmExt5RfXlldWy9sbNa1TBUmNSyZVM0IacKoIDVDDSPNRBHEI0YaUf9i7DeuidJUiiszSEjIUVfQmGJkrBQkZ60u4hxBjtuFoueWPL907MPfxHe9CYrlnVH17WZ3VGkXXlodiVNOhMEMaR34XmLCDClDMSPDfCvVJEG4j7oksFQgTnSYTU4ewn2rdGAslS1h4ET9OpEhrvWAR7aTI9PTP72x+JcXpCY+DTMqktQQgaeL4pRBI+H4f9ihimDDBpYgrKi9FeIeUggbm1LehvD5Kfyf1A9d/8j1qjaNczBFDmyDPXAAfHACyuASVEANYCDBLbgHD45x7pxH52naOuN8zGyBb3Ce3wEexZTb</latexit>

• EOM for electron assuming constant velocity for plates

• Can solve exactly to find dephasing length xd and 
maximum energy gain after some algebra:

xd = �2
pL

 
1 +

vp
c

s

1 +
2mc2

�peV0

!

<latexit sha1_base64="47BSBirFfBX7E+v6/VOxPdMOpV4=">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</latexit>

��mc2 = �2
peV0

 
1 +

vp
c

s

1 +
2mc2

�peV0

!

<latexit sha1_base64="o2g/WTZXhwPgDAG8FxGpxyYIhrU=">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</latexit>



Energy gain limits of electron between 
moving parallel plates: dephasing

• Note that for a highly relativistic driver 

�p ! 1
<latexit sha1_base64="23DV6/mvdatv/hRtNDHXHe+a2x8=">AAACAnicdVDJSgNBEO1xN25RT+KlcQFPYUbB5SZ68RjBRCETQk2nJ2ns7hm6ayIhiBd/xYsHRQRP3vwDb36Inu0kCq4PCh7vVVFVL0qlsOj7L97A4NDwyOjYeG5icmp6Jj87V7ZJZhgvsUQm5iQCy6XQvIQCJT9JDQcVSX4cne53/eMWN1Yk+gjbKa8qaGgRCwbopFp+IWyAUlBLQyMaTQRjkrNQ6BjbtfyyX9jxg53NgP4mQcHvYXl35fXhqTXxVqzln8N6wjLFNTIJ1lYCP8VqBwwKJvl5LswsT4GdQoNXHNWguK12ei+c01Wn1GmcGFcaaU/9OtEBZW1bRa5TATbtT68r/uVVMoy3qx2h0wy5Zv1FcSYpJrSbB60LwxnKtiPAjHC3UtYEAwxdajkXwuen9H9SXi8EGwX/0KWxR/oYI4tkiayRgGyRXXJAiqREGLkgV+SG3HqX3rV35933Wwe8j5l58g3e4zt9t5yT</latexit>

xd ⇡ 2�2
pL

<latexit sha1_base64="h5wP7nc7b3IheLVYVKRkvDXi0yk=">AAACAHicdVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUQsLm8EgCELYjaCmC9pYWEQwD0jicncySYbM7A4zs5IQ0tj6GVpYKGLrZ9j5IfZOEgWfBy4czrmXe+8JJGfauO6rk5ianpmdS86nFhaXllfSq2tlHcWK0BKJeKSqAWjKWUhLhhlOq1JREAGnlaB7PPIrl1RpFoXnpi9pQ0A7ZC1GwFjJT2/0/GYdpFRRD+fqbRACfHmRO/XTGTebd738vod/Ey/rjpEp7L7dXtOMLPrpl3ozIrGgoSEctK55rjSNASjDCKfDVD3WVALpQpvWLA1BUN0YjB8Y4m2rNHErUrZCg8fq14kBCK37IrCdAkxH//RG4l9eLTatw8aAhTI2NCSTRa2YYxPhURq4yRQlhvctAaKYvRWTDiggxmaWsiF8for/J+Vc1tvLumc2jSM0QRJtoi20gzx0gAroBBVRCRE0RDfoHj04V86d8+g8TVoTzsfMOvoG5/kdXy6Z8Q==</latexit>

��mc2 ⇡ 2�2
peV0

<latexit sha1_base64="TI1Xj0hZzvWnE/RcuKB5p3X3Iik=">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</latexit>

• acceleration length and energy gain therefore increased 
by



We need a better way of describing 
general accelerating gradients

E(x, t)
<latexit sha1_base64="CpymqGerv99tSsWiWunumGkCUYA=">AAAB7XicdVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LC1CRQmJgtpbUQSPFWwrtKFstpt27SYbdjdiKP0PHvSgiFf/j7f+G7etgp8PBh7vzTAzz485U9pxRlZmZnZufiG7mFtaXlldy69v1JVIJKE1IriQVz5WlLOI1jTTnF7FkuLQ57Th90/HfuOGSsVEdKnTmHoh7kYsYARrI9XPSrd7eqedLzp22XHLhy76TVzbmaBYKbR270eVtNrOv7U6giQhjTThWKmm68TaG2CpGeF0mGslisaY9HGXNg2NcEiVN5hcO0TbRumgQEhTkUYT9evEAIdKpaFvOkOse+qnNxb/8pqJDo69AYviRNOITBcFCUdaoPHrqMMkJZqnhmAimbkVkR6WmGgTUM6E8Pkp+p/U9233wHYuTBonMEUWtqAAJXDhCCpwDlWoAYFruINHeLKE9WA9Wy/T1oz1MbMJ32C9vgMFTZG/</latexit>

• Note that for a constant velocity, non-evolving driver the 
fields, potentials etc., e.g.

• Can be expressed in terms of a single coordinate only

⇠ = x� vpt
<latexit sha1_base64="pb3B5SV+yQ3GgOiw8DYPXIps4bE=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM3UV219VF26CVbBjcOMgtqFUHTjsoJ9QGcomTTThmYyIcmUlqG/4caFIm7d+gP+gTs/RNemrYLPAxcO59zLvfcEglGlHefFyszMzs0vZBdz+aXlldXC2npNxYnEpIpjFstGgBRhlJOqppqRhpAERQEj9aB3NvbrfSIVjfmlHgriR6jDaUgx0kbyvAGFJ3Cw128J3SoUHbvkuKVDF/4mru1MUCxvvz4+9fNvlVbh2WvHOIkI15ghpZquI7SfIqkpZmSU8xJFBMI91CFNQzmKiPLTyc0juGOUNgxjaYprOFG/TqQoUmoYBaYzQrqrfnpj8S+vmejw2E8pF4kmHE8XhQmDOobjAGCbSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTUw5E8Lnp/B/Utu33QPbuTBpnIIpsmATbIFd4IIjUAbnoAKqAAMBrsANuLUS69q6s+6nrRnrY2YDfIP18A5EOZWf</latexit>

• This is the wake phase 

! E(⇠)
<latexit sha1_base64="OCCDtRSx+ElqALUVyZ4APfvrYuE=">AAAB+3icdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vWJduhhahIoREQe2uKILLCvYBTSiT6aQdOsmEmYk2hP6FazcuFHHrj7jr3zhtFXweuHA4517uvcePGZXKtidGbmFxaXklv1pYW9/Y3DK3i03JE4FJA3PGRdtHkjAakYaiipF2LAgKfUZa/vB86rduiJCUR9cqjYkXon5EA4qR0lLXLLqC9gcKCcFv4UXFHdH9rlm2rartVI8d+Js4lj1DuVZyD+4mtbTeNd/cHsdJSCKFGZKy49ix8jIkFMWMjAtuIkmM8BD1SUfTCIVEetns9jHc00oPBlzoihScqV8nMhRKmYa+7gyRGsif3lT8y+skKjj1MhrFiSIRni8KEgYVh9MgYI8KghVLNUFYUH0rxAMkEFY6roIO4fNT+D9pHlrOkWVf6TTOwBx5sAtKoAIccAJq4BLUQQNgMAL34BE8GWPjwXg2XuatOeNjZgd8g/H6DuRKl1I=</latexit>



Change of variables

x Ipt T t
Chain rule

3 III t 34
ZIP VpZg

Ex If at III If
Z Zr VpZ Zx Zg



Dephasing

Z ⇠f

⇠i

d⇠ =

Z tf

ti

(vx � vp)dt = Ld � vptd
<latexit sha1_base64="fG/M7kvNq8bcwjNld+Op4AIYX1A=">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</latexit>

⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="z9Rkhrlj2o3eIgw+wl30LrTQUhY=">AAAB63icdVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6lKRwSK4ComC2l3RjcsW7APaUCbTSTt0ZhJmJmIJXbp140IRt/5Dv8Od3+BPmLQKPg9cOJxzL/fe40ecaeM4r9bM7Nz8wmJuKb+8srq2XtjYrOswVoTWSMhD1fSxppxJWjPMcNqMFMXC57ThD84zv3FFlWahvDTDiHoC9yQLGMEmk9rXLN8pFB275LilYxf9Jq7tTFAs74yrbze740qn8NLuhiQWVBrCsdYt14mMl2BlGOF0lG/HmkaYDHCPtlIqsaDaSya3jtB+qnRREKq0pEET9etEgoXWQ+GnnQKbvv7pZeJfXis2wamXMBnFhkoyXRTEHJkQZY+jLlOUGD5MCSaKpbci0scKE5PGk4Xw+Sn6n9QPbffIdqppGmcwRQ62YQ8OwIUTKMMFVKAGBPpwC/fwYAnrznq0nqatM9bHzBZ8g/X8Du/TkeA=</latexit>

��(⇠)
<latexit sha1_base64="1a+4DMrFLHIbZydQuXH26UP4yPI=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9ehgQhIoZdBTW3oBePEcwDs0uYncwmQ2Znl5lZMSz5i1w8KOLVv/GWv3GSKPgsaCiquunu8mPOlLbtiZVZWFxaXsmu5tbWNza38ts7DRUlktA6iXgkWz5WlDNB65ppTluxpDj0OW36g8up37yjUrFI3OhhTL0Q9wQLGMHaSLdHbtxnJfeeHXTyRbtcsZ3KqYN+E6dsz1CsFtzD8aQ6rHXyb243IklIhSYcK9V27Fh7KZaaEU5HOTdRNMZkgHu0bajAIVVeOrt4hPaN0kVBJE0JjWbq14kUh0oNQ990hlj31U9vKv7ltRMdnHspE3GiqSDzRUHCkY7Q9H3UZZISzYeGYCKZuRWRPpaYaBNSzoTw+Sn6nzSOy85J2b42aVzAHFnYgwKUwIEzqMIV1KAOBASM4RGeLGU9WM/Wy7w1Y33M7MI3WK/vKciTkQ==</latexit>

Si Et

a IE IIIT a

Ld 28pct



Hamiltonian for wakefield
• Start with Hamiltonian for a system that depends on the 

wake phase coordinate

H =
q
(mc2)2 + p2xc

2 + (p? � eA?(⇠))
2
c2 � e�(⇠)� pxvp

<latexit sha1_base64="Afmv0YwEI9aUUdU/wnpOwcUG37w=">AAACP3icdVDPTxNBFJ4FBKwKFY5cJhKTNqTNbk0EDiYgHnqsiS0k3XYzO33bnTC7O8y8JTSb3jnwJ3nx7M2bVy8eNMYb8eZ0KwkKvmQyX74fmXlfqKQw6LqfnYXFpQfLK6sPK48eP1lbrz7d6Jks1xy6PJOZPgmZASlS6KJACSdKA0tCCcfh6dFMPz4HbUSWvsOJgkHCxqmIBGdoqaDaa9NX1DdnGotawoet+rC1o4KLYcviHV9ChDUV+GGGDTgs75p/Ieq+FuMY66Vr2gBfxaLkaYPa8Hmgguq229x3vf2XHr0LvKZbzvaBexm/ubr+2Amqn/xRxvMEUuSSGdP3XIWDgmkUXMK04ucGFOOnbAx9C1OWgBkU5f5T+twyIxpl2p4UacneThQsMWaShNaZMIzNv9qMvE/r5xjtDQqRqhwh5fOHolxSzOisTDoSGjjKiQWMa2H/SnnMNONoK6/YEm42pf8HvVbTe9F039o2XpP5rJIt8ozUiEd2yQFpkw7pEk7eky/kG/nufHC+Oj+cn3PrgvMns0n+GufXb7RDsWU=</latexit>

⇠ = x� vpt
<latexit sha1_base64="pb3B5SV+yQ3GgOiw8DYPXIps4bE=">AAAB83icdVDLSgMxFM3UV219VF26CVbBjcOMgtqFUHTjsoJ9QGcomTTThmYyIcmUlqG/4caFIm7d+gP+gTs/RNemrYLPAxcO59zLvfcEglGlHefFyszMzs0vZBdz+aXlldXC2npNxYnEpIpjFstGgBRhlJOqppqRhpAERQEj9aB3NvbrfSIVjfmlHgriR6jDaUgx0kbyvAGFJ3Cw128J3SoUHbvkuKVDF/4mru1MUCxvvz4+9fNvlVbh2WvHOIkI15ghpZquI7SfIqkpZmSU8xJFBMI91CFNQzmKiPLTyc0juGOUNgxjaYprOFG/TqQoUmoYBaYzQrqrfnpj8S+vmejw2E8pF4kmHE8XhQmDOobjAGCbSoI1GxqCsKTmVoi7SCKsTUw5E8Lnp/B/Utu33QPbuTBpnIIpsmATbIFd4IIjUAbnoAKqAAMBrsANuLUS69q6s+6nrRnrY2YDfIP18A5EOZWf</latexit>

• We can show that this is the correct Hamiltonian for the 
coordinates

⇠, y, z, px, py, pz
<latexit sha1_base64="v/0USFB/TUkkNB9mfRBuAQzOHqA=">AAAB/HicdVDLSgMxFM3UV219jHbpJlgFF2WYUVC7K7pxWcE+oB2GTJppQzMPkkzpdKi/4saFIm77A/6BOz9E16atgs8DBw7n3EtujhsxKqRpvmiZhcWl5ZXsai6/tr6xqW9t10UYc0xqOGQhb7pIEEYDUpNUMtKMOEG+y0jD7Z9P88aAcEHD4EomEbF91A2oRzGSynL0QntIS0lpVIqcoWKiOHL0ommUTat8bMHfwjLMGYqVvdfJ0yD/VnX053YnxLFPAokZEqJlmZG0U8QlxYyMc+1YkAjhPuqSlpIB8omw09nxY7ivnA70Qq4YSDhzv26kyBci8V016SPZEz+zqflX1oqld2qnNIhiSQI8f8iLGZQhnDYBO5QTLFmiBMKcqlsh7iGOsFR95VQJnz+F/4v6oWEdGealauMMzJEFO2AXHAALnIAKuABVUAMYJOAG3IF77Vq71R60x/loRvvYKYBv0CbvJG+Y4g==</latexit>
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• using Hamilton’s equations…
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Show Hamiltonian is correct
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Hamiltonian for wakefield 

• The Hamiltonian is conserved, hence

H = �mc
2 � e�(⇠)� pxvp = const
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• is a useful constant of motion, or
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Show Hamiltonian predicts electron energy
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Show Hamiltonian predicts electron energy
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Summary of scalings (LWFA)
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This formula also implies a dependence on plasma density
if c! ! w0 !
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a0
p

c=!p is assumed. Under these optimum
conditions, formula (12) can be rewritten as
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We point out the stronger dependence of the energy on
the power in these formulas. The difference between the
scaling laws presented here and those from similarity
theory lie in the scaling for Lacc. We have argued that
Lacc is limited because the pulse pump depletes primarily
by giving kinetic energy to the electrons. An electron at the
front of the laser is pushed forward and to the side. As
argued in Ref. [28 ] each electron gains an amount of
energy that scales as "a2

0=2#mc2. Since the laser’s energy
also scales as a2

0, this ‘‘1D like’’ pump depletion enhances
the etching velocity independently of laser intensity.
However, for extremely large a0 electrons can move for-
ward with a velocity greater than the velocity of the leading
edge of the pulse, which is at most the linear group velocity
because the nonlinearity does not develop instantaneously.
Equating the forward going velocity of a single electron to
the linear group velocity gives an estimate for a critical

value for the laser amplitude, a0c ! 2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
nc=np

q
. We can see

that for high plasma density np=nc ! 0:01– 0:08 the criti-
cal value for a0 is a0c ! 20– 8, but for lower plasma
densities np=nc $ 0:001, a0c * 70.

For laser amplitudes above this critical value, the laser
will pump deplete more slowly because the kinetic energy
given to each electron will no longer scale as a2

0. In this
limit a constant percentage of the energy may go into the

 

FIG. 5. (Color) E%GeV& vs power P%TW& and density n=nc from
Eq. (6): The blue lines of constant power show the strong
dependence of the energy of the self-trapped electrons to the
density. The black points correspond to (a) experiment [10],
(b) experiment [11] which uses a channel for guiding, (c) ex-
periment and 3D PIC simulation [12], (d) 3D PIC simulation [7]
which uses a channel for guiding, (e) A 3D PIC simulation in [6],
and (f) 3D PIC simulation presented in this article. Each of these
points is very close to 1 of the blue lines indicating agreement
with our scaling law.

TABLE I. This table compares formulas and scalings from linear theory, 1D nonlinear theory, the similarity theory of Ref. [24 ] and
the 3D phenomenological nonlinear theory in this paper. The column labeled a0 shows the range of a0 that each theory is intended for.
kpw0 from linear and 1D nonlinear theory is kept constant while in both our theory and the theory of Ref. [24 ]. kpw0 scales with the
blowout radius. The acceleration length is limited by dephasing in linear theory and our 3D nonlinear theory, while it is limited by
pump depletion in 1D nonlinear theory and the work of GP. (Note that in standard 1D nonlinear theory the phase velocity of the wake is
incorrectly set equal to the nonlinear group velocity.) Only in our 3D nonlinear theory do dephasing and pump depletion scale the same
way (if the pulse length is matched to the blowout radius). The dephasing length is evidently ignored in Ref. [24 ] so the energy gain
depends on the pulse length. Linear dephasing and 1D nonlinear dephasing both scale differently than in the 3D nonlinear regime. The
pump depletion length from 1D nonlinear theory scales as in 3D nonlinear theory but for different physics reasons. In 1D, all of the
laser energy goes into the wake while in our 3D theory this is not the case. We discuss the pump depletion length from Ref. [24 ]
extensively in the text. Both linear and 1D nonlinear theory incorrectly identify the plasma wavelength and wake phase velocity. The
resulting energy scalings are different. If one sets!p! $

!!!!!
a0
p

in Ref. [24 ], then the energy scales as a2
0. Therefore linear, 1D nonlinear,

and the similarity theory of Ref. [24 ] all give identical scalings for the !W with both intensity and density while in the regime
presented here !W scales as a0 to the first power.
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FIG. 5. (Color) E%GeV& vs power P%TW& and density n=nc from
Eq. (6): The blue lines of constant power show the strong
dependence of the energy of the self-trapped electrons to the
density. The black points correspond to (a) experiment [10],
(b) experiment [11] which uses a channel for guiding, (c) ex-
periment and 3D PIC simulation [12], (d) 3D PIC simulation [7]
which uses a channel for guiding, (e) A 3D PIC simulation in [6],
and (f) 3D PIC simulation presented in this article. Each of these
points is very close to 1 of the blue lines indicating agreement
with our scaling law.
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the 3D phenomenological nonlinear theory in this paper. The column labeled a0 shows the range of a0 that each theory is intended for.
kpw0 from linear and 1D nonlinear theory is kept constant while in both our theory and the theory of Ref. [24 ]. kpw0 scales with the
blowout radius. The acceleration length is limited by dephasing in linear theory and our 3D nonlinear theory, while it is limited by
pump depletion in 1D nonlinear theory and the work of GP. (Note that in standard 1D nonlinear theory the phase velocity of the wake is
incorrectly set equal to the nonlinear group velocity.) Only in our 3D nonlinear theory do dephasing and pump depletion scale the same
way (if the pulse length is matched to the blowout radius). The dephasing length is evidently ignored in Ref. [24 ] so the energy gain
depends on the pulse length. Linear dephasing and 1D nonlinear dephasing both scale differently than in the 3D nonlinear regime. The
pump depletion length from 1D nonlinear theory scales as in 3D nonlinear theory but for different physics reasons. In 1D, all of the
laser energy goes into the wake while in our 3D theory this is not the case. We discuss the pump depletion length from Ref. [24 ]
extensively in the text. Both linear and 1D nonlinear theory incorrectly identify the plasma wavelength and wake phase velocity. The
resulting energy scalings are different. If one sets!p! $
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